
ES7000 Tabletop Pressure Sealer
The ES7000 is one of the most popular pressure seal machines 
in the world. It processes up to 7,000 forms per hour with a 
monthly duty cycle of 125,000. Its extra large capacity feed tray 
hold up to 1,400 forms to minimize the need for reloading while 
its built-in exit tray holds 350 completed forms with the ability 
to hold up to 650 forms with the optional slide conveyor. The 
ES7000 features our innovative Reverse Friction Roller System 
which automatically detects double feeds, separates them, and 
then processes them without operator involvement for increased 
productivity. It also features multi-sensor monitoring which 
checks form thickness to identify and minimize double feeds. The 
ES7000 can operate as a standalone machine or inline with select 
laser printers for a seamless print and mail operation. There is 
also an optional heavy duty metal rolling cabinet.

MX8000 Console Pressure Seal Machine
The MX8000 is the most advanced heavy duty console pressure seal 
machine in the market today with its fast 13,000 pieces per hour and 
with a monthly duty cycle of 400,000 pieces. It is built with an oversized 
four roller sealing unit for superior performance. And it has a huge auto-
lifting feed table capacity of 2,500 pieces and with its auto-extending 
exit conveyor stacker can hold up to 700 processed forms. The MX8000 
features our Reverse Friction Rollers which automatically detect double 
feeds and self-corrects itself without operator involvement. And it 
also includes multi-sensor monitoring which checks form thickness 
to identify and minimize double feeds.  It also includes an adjustable 
speed control, a feed table blower fan to help separate the pieces, and 
a manual feed slot for processing forms which have already been folded 
and only need to be sealed. There is also an optional heavy duty metal 
rolling cabinet.
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MX6000 Console Pressure Sealer
The perfect pressure seal machine for most high volume needs: processes up 

to 9,000 forms per hour with a monthly duty cycle of 300,000 pieces. Built with 
an oversized four roller sealing unit for superior performance. Reverse Friction 

Rollers automatically detect double feeds and self-corrects without operator 
involvement. The MX6000 also features multi-sensor monitoring to identify 

and minimize double feeds.  Includes an adjustable speed control, an oversized 
auto lifting feed table which holds up to 1,400 pieces, a feed table blower fan 

to separate pieces, and a manual feed slot for processing pre-folded forms 
which only need to be sealed. With optional auto-extending exit conveyor, the 
MX6000 holds up to 600 completed forms. An optional vertical sequential exit 

stacker, extends capacity up to 700 completed forms. Operates as a standalone 
machine or inline with select laser printers for seamless print and mail 

operation.  Heavy  duty metal rolling cabinet optional.



ES5000 Desktop Pressure Sealer
The ES5000 pressure seal machine was specifi cally designed to 
be the perfect choice for most small offi  ce needs. It processes 
up to 4,000 pieces per hour with a monthly duty cycle of 
50,000 pieces. Its feed tray holds up to 150 forms and its exit 
tray holds up to 200 forms. The ES5000’s unique feed motor 
system automatically detects double feeds and reverses itself 
to kick out double fed forms without damaging them. Its self-
contained folding unit features a built-in setting guide which 
can be set in seconds. And the entire folding unit slides out of 
the machine for easy access and maintenance.  The ES5000 also 
features a manual feed slot for processing forms which have 
already been folded and only need to be sealed. 

L J 3000 Tabletop Air Jogger
with Anti-Static Ionizer
The L J 3000 is the only tabletop jogger which off ers a steady stream 
of air to help cool laser-printed documents, as well as Anion Ionization 
technology to eliminate static between sheets. It has a powerful 3,000 
PRM motor and its large bin can handle up to two reams of 11” x 17” 
paper.  The L J 3000 was designed for today’s digital printers which 
use hot toner which can cause static during the printing process.  The 
L J 3000 is the perfect solution for minimizing feeding problems in 
folders, inserters, binding equipment, and pressure seal machines by 
eliminating static in the forms and ensuring they are perfectly squared 
before being fed into those paper handling machines. 
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IM3100 Inline Pressure Seal Machine
The ES3100 in an inline pressure seal machine designed 
to interface directly to the back of our Paitec P911 Color 
Laser Printer to produce a complete print ‘n mail system 
for producing colorful TransPromo documents. Capable 

of processing at speeds of up to 3,000 forms per hour, the 
ES3100 is a perfect solution for small batches of colorful 
self-mailer invoices, statements, and advertising mailers. 

The ES3100 can also be interfaced with the Hewlett-Packard 
model 4015 black and white printer for those not interested 

in printing color.


